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ZnFe2 O4 nanoparticles were prepared by using a high-temperature thermal-decomposition
method and was investigated by using X-ray diﬀraction (XRD), high-resolution transmission
electron spectroscopy (HR-TEM), MagneTherm, vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) and
Mössbauer spectroscopy. The XRD patterns revealed cubic spinel structures with space group
F d-3m. ZnFe2 O4 nanoparticles were exposed to an argon plasma for 30 min. The self-heating
temperature increased up to 37 ◦ C during plasma treatment for 30 min. Magnetic measurements
showed that the blocking temperature increased from 72 to 78 K during the plasma treatment.
A high saturation magnetization was obtained in the partially-inverted spinel. In order to conﬁrm the cation distribution and the phase transition, we performed Mössbauer measurement. The
Mössbauer spectra of ZnFe2 O4 before and after plasma treatment showed Fe3+ valence states at
room temperature. Also, the Néel temperature of ZnFe2 O4 was found to be larger after the plasma
treatment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

11–15].
In this paper, we have prepared zinc ferrite by using
the high-temperature thermal-decomposition (HTTD)
method to fabricate nano-sized particles. To conﬁrm the
increase in the hyperthermia properties of the plasmatreated particles, we investigated the structural, thermal, and magnetic characteristics of zinc ferrite before
and after the plasma treatment.

Spinel ferrites have been used in many technological
applications, such as magnetic devices, sensors, catalysts, and absorbent materials [1–3]. In particular, nanosized ferrites are very important in bio applications due
to their interesting magnetic and thermal properties,
which can be used in various medical ﬁelds [4]. Signiﬁcant applicability of these spinel ferrite particles requires excellent crystallinity, short reaction time, and
particular sizes and shapes of particles and particular
interactions between the particles [5, 6]. Among these
ferrite compounds, zinc ferrite (ZnFe2 O4 ) nanoparticles
are found to be one of the most interesting spinel systems. Zinc ferrite, which can be described by the normal spinel (Zn2+ )A (Fe3+ Fe3+ )B O4 , has tetrahedral (A)
and octahedral (B) sites in a cubic closed-pack structure
of oxygen-ion cations. However, ZnFe2 O4 shows a partial inverse spinel state (Znσ Fe1−σ )A (Zn1−σ Fe1+σ )B O4 ,
where σ is the inversion parameter. If σ is 1 for the normal spinel and 0 for the inverse spinel, the value of σ
is between 0 and 1 for a partially inverted spinel [7–9,
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II. EXPERIMENTS
ZnFe2 O4 nanoparticles were prepared by using the
HTTD method in which stoichiometric amounts of
Iron(III) acetylacetonate (acac) and zinc acac were dissolved in benzyl ether. These were mixed with 1,2hexadecandediol, 6-mmol oleylamine, and 6-mmol oleic
acid. The reaction mixture was heated to 200 ◦ C and
was reheated at 300 ◦ C for 30 min. Then, after the heat
source had been removed, it was cooled to room temperature. To prepare the samples in powder form, we isolated the precipitate by using centrifugation and dried
the precipitates at a temperature of at about 60 ◦ C in
vacuum overnight. These nanoparticles were exposed to
an atmospheric-pressure argon-gas plasma for 30 min.
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